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The use of a price discrimination strategy is an important tool in competition. It can hurt firms and benefit 
consumers in a one-sided market. However, in two-sided markets, its primary goal is to attract more agents 
or increase profits. Here, the performance of a second-degree price discrimination strategy in the context of 
duopoly two-sided platforms is analysed. Two exogenous variables, which include the discount rate and the 
price discrimination threshold, are used in order to examine whether the price discrimination strategy could 
help two-sided platforms achieve their objective, which is to maximise their market value. Three cases are 
considered, and we demonstrate that the price discrimination strategy cannot attract more agents and at the 
same time increase the profits; a lower price discrimination threshold cannot ensure larger markets shares; a 
higher discount rate is detrimental to the profit of a platform. However, this is good for its market shares. 
Moreover, discriminative pricing increases the competition.  
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1 Introduction 
PC operation systems, payment cards, shopping malls, electric commerce platforms, video-games, 
newspapers, network televisions, real estate agents, dating services and nightclubs have attracted 
significant attention, especially after the publication of the following seminal papers by Armstrong 
(2006a), Caillaud and Jullien (2003), Rochet and Tirole (2003) and Schiff (2003). In such markets, 
two or more unique groups of agents interact with one another via two-sided (or multi-sided) 
platforms. No distinction is made here between two-sided platforms and two-sided markets 
(Schmalensee & Evans, 2007). The utility for an agent in one group that participates in a platform is 
dependent on the number of participating agents in another group in the same platform. The 
significant difference between two-sided markets and orthodox one-sided markets is the failure of 
the Coase theorem, which means that agents on both sides are unable to internalise all the 
externalities (Rochet & Tirole, 2004). The fundamental problem in two-sided markets is that of how 
to get different groups around the platform by setting up the price structure. 

A common strategy followed in two-sided markets either to attract more consumers or to increase 
profits is that of price discrimination, although under the Robinson-Patman Act in the United States, 
this is illegal in the intermediate goods markets (Liu & Serfes, 2013). One example of this is the 
two-part tariff charged by Dangdang, the fifth largest Business-to-Customer in China, which is 
broken down as follows: the total fee per month = the usage fee + the discount rate ⋅ trading volume. 
Six levels of discount rates are in place in the context of a minimum monthly sales agreement: 0, 
1.25 per cent, 1.5 per cent, 2.5 per cent, 3 per cent and 4 per cent. Five levels are in place should 
there be no minimum monthly sales agreement: 1.5 per cent, 2 per cent, 3 per cent, 4 per cent and 5 
per cent. Another example includes the annual fee for credit cards in China − the ICBC (Industrial & 
Commercial Bank of China) − BOC (Bank of China) and the ABOC (Agricultural Bank of China) 
all allow consumers a no annual fee for the next year based on a five-time usage during the current 
year, whereas the BOC (Bank of Communications) and the CMB (China Merchants Bank) base 
their annual fee on a six-time usage. Both the CEB (China Everbright Bank) and the CCB (China 
Construction Bank) base their annual fee on a three-time usage. Further examples include the local 
Spanish TV industry (Gil & Riera-Crichton, 2011), broadband services and access-tiering 
(Weisman & Kulick, 2010), and the B2B and B2C websites (Caillaud & Jullien, 2003). 
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Conventional wisdom dictates that to use the price discrimination strategy in one-sided markets is 

always detrimental to firms and beneficial to consumers (Armstrong, 2006b; Stole, 2003). However, 
this may not be applicable to two-sided markets (Liu & Serfes, 2013). Previous research has 
demonstrated that, when the cross-group externality parameters are high enough, price 
discrimination leads to an increase in platform profits, hurts consumer welfare and softens 
competition (Liu & Serfes, 2013). Because research into two-sided markets is still in its infancy, 
many unresolved issues remain: (1) whether the beneficial claim to all the agents of the price 
discrimination strategy in sales promotion hold true; (2) whether an increase in discount rates 
attracts more agents and increases profits; (3) whether the price discrimination strategy is always 
better than the no-price discrimination strategy; (4) how platforms correctly choose the price 
discrimination in order to accomplish different goals. Addressing each of these issues is the main 
goal of this paper. 

This article expands on previous work on price discrimination in the context of two-sided markets 
by introducing two exogenous variables, the discount rate and a price discrimination threshold. Our 
analysis differs from previous work in two additional ways: first, different goals can be achieved 
when platforms use the price discrimination strategy, either maximising profits or maximising 
market shares; second, we focus on how platforms can successfully implement price discrimination 
in a competitive environment. Our results demonstrate that a lower price discrimination threshold 
does not guarantee an increase in market shares, owing to a non-monotonic function; this result 
accords with previous results (Liu & Serfes, 2013). We also show that (1) a two-sided platform that 
uses a price discrimination strategy cannot result in both attracting more agents and increasing 
profits; (2) larger discount rates are bad for a platform’s profit, but are good for its market shares; (3) 
The best response strategy for a platform aiming at maximising its profit is to retain the strategy 
when its opponent chooses a price discrimination strategy, otherwise this results in a smaller profit, 
despite the discount rates; (4) the equilibrium profits are smaller in comparison with the profits 
when a no-price discrimination strategy has been used. In other words, discriminative pricing 
increases competition. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Previous literature on two-sided markets and price 
discrimination is discussed in Section 2. Our assumptions and model structure are outlined in 
Section 3. In section 4, we present a general method of analysis and focus on three specific 
scenarios. Numerical examples are shown and we demonstrate a variety of applications. The main 
results and a discussion on the future direction of this area of research are summarized in section 5. 

2 Literature review 

2.1 Two-sided market 
Two-sided markets, examples of which are shown in previous publications by Schmalensee and 
Evans (2007), Armstrong (2006a) and Rochet and Tirole (2004), received little attention, until one 
of the first formal analysis of two-sided business-payment cards was described by Baxter (1983). 
Additionally, the contributions by David (1985), Katz and Shapiro (1985) and Farrell and Saloner 
(1985) on network externalities have also made a significant impact on the research into two-sided 
markets. The first clear definition of a two-sided market was given by Rochet and Tirole (2004), in 
which they define a market as being two-sided if any change in the price structure or distribution is 
going to affect the participation level or the number of interactions on the platform, given that the 
total prices for both parties is held constant. Eight basic fallacies that arise from applying 
conventional wisdom on one-sided markets to a two-sided market setting are discussed by Wright 
(2004). The main characteristics of two-sided markets include cross-network externalities 
(Armstrong, 2006a), the winner takes all (Sun & Tse, 2007) and the chicken and egg (Caillaud & 
Jullien, 2003). 

The main function of two-sided platforms is to reduce both the search and the transaction costs 
(Caillaud & Jullien, 2003; Schiff, 2003), which is the same function as intermediation, by choosing 
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input and output prices that will maximise profit (Spulber, 1996; Rust & Hall, 2003; Loertscher, 
2007). However, two-sided platforms and intermediates are different, the latter being more focused 
on traditional intermediaries, also referred to as “make the market”, who buy and resell goods. The 
former is influenced by the rising importance of “new economy” intermediaries, who connect 
buyers and sellers and provide matching, price discovery, certification, advertising and other 
informational services, usually without assuming complete control over the transactions (Hagiu & 
Jullien, 2007). 

Until recently, the focus of the literature has been primarily on the effects of the relative 
magnitudes of indirect network externalities, demand elasticity and coordination (chicken and egg) 
issues in platform pricing structure. The models used in the study of two-sided markets in the current 
literature can be broadly categorized as a usage model, a membership model or combinations of the 
two. The role of fixed-membership costs and network externalities is emphasized in the usage model 
(e.g. Rochet & Tirole, 2003; Chakravorti & Roson, 2006; Guthrie and Wright, 2007). There is an 
emphasis on the externalities of the usage of the service in the membership model and it assumes 
linear (per-transaction) costs and pricing (Armstrong, 2006a; Armstrong & Wright, 2007). Research 
content is another important component of two-sided models, such as multi-homing or partial 
multi-homing (e.g., Roson, 2005; Gabszewicz & Wauthy, 2004; Doganoglu & Wright, 2006), 
ownership (e.g., Hagiu & Lee, 2011; Nocke & Peitz, 2007; Rochet & Tirole, 2003), profit or 
non-profit platform (e.g., Rochet & Tirole, 2003), open and closed platform (e.g., Economides & 
Katsamakas, 2006; Schiff, 2003), third-part content (Hagiu & Spulber, 2012), dynastic competition 
(Chen & Tse, 2007; Sun & Tse, 2007; Eriksson et al., 2008) and empirical work (e.g., Kaiser & 
Wright, 2005; Rysman, 2004). 

2.2 Price discrimination 
According to the seminal work of Pigou (1920), in order for price discrimination to occur in the 
traditional one-sided market theory, three conditions must be met: there is no re-sale between 
consumers, the willingness to pay varies among consumers, and there is a firm with market power 
that can implement price discrimination. A large body of literature on the study of both the 
theoretical and the empirical nature of price discrimination in a one-sided market exists. However, 
the focus here is on the price discrimination in a two-sided market.  

The development of the Internet and the rapid growth of sophisticated software tools are the two 
main reasons for the increasing adoption of the price discrimination as a common strategy, as 
mentioned by Liu and Serfes (2013). Nevertheless, little research has been conducted on the price 
discrimination strategy and competition in the context of a two-sided market. The effect of 
group-specific prices, i.e. third degree price discrimination, has been analyzed by Caillaud and 
Jullien (2003) and Armstrong (2006), while two-part tariffs were analyzed by Roche and Tirole 
(2003), Armstrong (2006a) and Reisinger (2014). First-degree price discrimination in a duopolistic 
two-sided market was examined by Liu and Serfes (2013). There are few similarities between the 
study by Liu and Serfes (2013) and our study, but there are three main differences.  

First, we study second-degree price discrimination. Agents on each side are charged differential 
prices according to the transaction time. This means that agents within a certain range have the same 
entrance price, which is more realistic owing to the difficulty of first-degree price discrimination. 
Second, unlike the study by Liu and Serfes (2013), in which they focus exclusively on the 
equilibrium price, our study considers our model’s important role price in discount rates and 
discrimination thresholds. Third, the model by Liu and Serfes (2013) focuses on the profitability and 
welfare implication of price discrimination, whereas our model concentrates on the successful 
implementation of price discrimination in different cases. Gil and Riera-Crichton (2011) expand 
upon the model and results by Liu and Serfes (2013) through the addition of a simple extension for 
the monopoly case with no competition because of very high transportation costs. However, the 
main goal of their study was to revisit the empirical relation between price discrimination and 
competition in the Spanish local television sector and to show that price discrimination negatively 
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correlates with the degree of product market competition. A study carried out by Weisman and 
Kulick (2010), which was based on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) released by the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), indicated that price discrimination is likely to 
increase the static efficiency in the market for broadband services, because the market is two-sided 
and that it also promotes dynamic efficiency because it encourages innovation in the provision of 
broadband services. Several possible price discrimination strategies that may become available if 
network neutrality is abolished are presented by Economides (2008).  

In summary, the intuitively significant features of price discrimination in two-sided markets is 
not fully explained in the current literature, owing to the focus on the competition and consumer’s 
welfare while neglecting the implementation of strategy. To gain insight into the new mechanism of 
price discrimination in two-sided markets, we consider the discount rate in the normal model and 
use transaction times as the price discrimination threshold. Further, by incorporating different goals 
of platforms, we present a general analysis method and compare the three special scenarios on price 
discrimination. 

3 The model 
The basis of our model is similar to that of the model found in Armstrong (2006a). We assume that 
there are duopolistic two-sided platforms that offer horizontal differentiated products, including 
platforms like newspapers, credit cards, shopping centers, night clubs, and e-commences. Two 
platforms, denoted by k (k=1, 2) are located at the two end points of the unit interval [0, 1], with 
platform 1 located at 0 and platform 2 at 1. Each platform deals with two distinct groups of agents, 
denoted by i (i=A, B), and each agent is assumed to make transactions on only one platform. In other 
words, each agent in both groups is single-homing. The potential gains from trade, that is, profits for 
the platforms and the utilities for agents, are created through the transaction between distinct 
two-sided agents. Agents are charged because we assume that platforms are profit-making 
organizations with their goal of profit maximisation. The fixed and marginal costs per agent served 
are normalized to zero. The number of agents in one group of the platform is dependent on the 
number of agents in the opposite group who participate in the same platform, as is shown in Rochet 
and Tirole (2006) and Armstrong (2006a). Agents in both groups are normalized to one and 
uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. An assumption made is that each agent on both sides is able to 
choose a multi-time transaction, which is the basis of the price discrimination strategy. The utility of 
agent i located at x in platform k is given by 

, 1, 2 and , ,  and ki i ki i i kju v p t x q k i j A B i jθ= − − + = = ≠  
where vi represents the stand-alone benefits, also referred to as the basic benefits, that agent i 
receives, which is independent of the number of agents on platform k ; qkj represents the actual 
number of agents j who are present on platform k; ti represents the product differentiation 
parameters, also referred to as the transport costs; θi is the cross-network externality, which is the 
benefit that agent i receives from the transaction with each agent j; pki is the platform k’s real 
lump-sum charge to agent i. 

In order to address the chicken and egg problem and to obtain a competitive advantage, each 
platform can choose a price discrimination strategy according to the real transaction times of each 
agent (nki). Additionally, we assume that price discrimination thresholds (Nki) are exogenous. If nki < 
Nki, agent i will be charged a benchmark price (Pki) by platform k; or if nki ≥ Nki, agent i will be 
charged a discount price (pki) by platform k. For simplification and visualization purposes, suppose 
that pki = (1-dki)Pki, where 0 ≤ dki  ≤ 1 is the discount rate. Specifically, dki =1 implies a free charge 
strategy for agent i, who participates in platform k; dki=0 indicates that there is no price 
discrimination and the benchmark price is the discount price. If agents on both sides have a price 
discrimination strategy imposed, the results will become vague and complicated, so the assumption 
is made that only agent A encounters the price discrimination executed by the platforms and that 
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agent B can always guarantee the demand coming from agent A, despite the number of transaction 
times. 

To further simplify the results, the following assumptions were also made 1) vi is high enough so 
that the agents’ markets are completely covered. This would ensure that platforms were not a local 
monopoly and would compete for the two groups of agents under the standard Hotelling model 
conditions. 2) ti>θi. This assumption implies that production differentiation is stronger than average 
across network externality, despite being within groups or across groups (Armstrong, 2006a). This 
would also rule out the possibility of corner solutions, which occur when all the agents choose the 
same platform independently of their location. For saving variables, let tA=tB=t and θA=θB=θ. 3) 
N1>N2. There are three cases N1A>N2A, N1A<N2A, and N1A=N2A, given that the two platforms make 
their own price discrimination threshold both independently and at the same time. N1A=N2A is a 
special situation of the other two cases, and N1A>N2A is the same as N1A<N2A owing to the symmetric 
assumption previously mentioned, which is that there is no fixed cost and no marginal cost. Thus, 
N1A>N2A is a typical case found in this model and can be simplified to N1>N2. 4) Both platforms and 
agents pursue short-term profits or utilities, which implies that every platform maximises profits 
from the sum of every transaction and no agent is given a special preference on either platform. 

The game process unfolds as described: in stage 0, both platforms choose a price discrimination 
strategy to overcome the chicken and egg problem; in stage 1, both platforms 1 and 2 simultaneously 
decide their benchmark prices, given that both the discount rate and the price discrimination 
threshold are exogenous; in stage 2, agents choose either platform 1 or platform 2 in accordance 
with the principle of maximum utility. 

4 The analysis 
Each agent in both groups observes all the entrance prices before deciding which platform to join. 
The number of agents who join a platform is given by the Hotelling specification (Caillaud & 
Jullien, 2003; Armstrong, 2006a). The location of the marginal agent i, who is indifferent to the 
choice between platforms 1 and 2, is given by u1i (p1i, x, q1j) = u2i (pi2, 1–x, q2j), in which x is the 
distance between marginal agent i and platform 1, and is also referred to as the actual number of 
agents who choose platform 1, until it can be seen that the adjustment will continue until the 
marginal agent i receives the same utility in both platforms. Given that the platforms set different 
price thresholds, the following should be satisfied when equilibrium is reached: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2

( , , ) ( ,1 , )

( , , ) ( ,1 , )

( , , ) ( ,1 , )
( , , ) ( ,1 , )

NN NN
A A A B A A A B

ND ND
A A A B A A A B

DD DD
A A A B A A A B

B B B A A B B A

u P q q u P q q
u P q q u p q q
u p q q u p q q
u P q q u P q q

⎧ = −
⎪

= −⎪
⎨

= −⎪
⎪ = −⎩

  (1) 

where NN
kAq , ND

kAq , DD
kAq is the demand of agent A, who participates in platform k when nkA<N2, 

N2< nkA<N1, nkA >N1, respectively. 
The total demand of agent A participating in platform k will then be 
= + +NN ND DD

kA kA kA kAq q q qα β γ   (2) 
where α, β, γ is the uniform probability destiny of agent A when nkA<N2, N2<nkA<N1, nkA>N1 and also 
satisfies α+β+γ=1. In other words, α represents the scenario in which there is no price 
discrimination being imposed on agent A by the two platforms; β represents the scenario in which 
only a price discrimination from platform 2 and no price discrimination from platform 1 is being 
imposed on agent A; γ represents the scenario in which both platforms are simultaneously imposing 
price discrimination on agent A. A larger N2 means a bigger α, resulting in a smaller number of agent 
As that will enjoy a price discrimination strategy made by both platforms; a larger threshold gap 
N1-N2 means a bigger β, resulting in an increase in the difference between the two platforms; a larger 
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N1 means a smaller γ, resulting in fewer agent As who will face a price discrimination strategy 
imposed by platform 1. 

The profit functions of platforms 1 and 2 respectively are given by,  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

NN ND DD
A A A A A A B B

NN ND DD
A A A A A A B B

P q P q p q P q
P q p q p q P q

π α β γ

π α β γ

⎧ = + + +⎪
⎨

= + + +⎪⎩

 (3) 

In order to derive the optimal entrance prices for each platform, we substitute (2) into the profit 
functions (3) and consider the first partial derivative of πk with respect to Pki. The high number of 
variables leads to extremely complex results, so here we attempt to study the impact of the price 
discrimination strategy executed by two-sided platforms from three special scenarios based on the 
previously described framework. 

4.1 Scenario 1: α=0 
In this scenario, when α=0 this indicates that β+γ=1, that is, platform 2 executes a price 
discrimination strategy on each agent A, while platform 1 aims at only a partial agent A, whose 
transaction time exceeds the price discrimination threshold N1. The main research question being 
addressed here is to determine the effectiveness of the price discrimination strategy in benefiting all 
the agents.  

Proposition1. Given α=0, the equilibrium benchmark prices for each group of agents made by 
platform k are: 

2
1 1

1 1

2 2
1 1

2 2
2

3(1 ) 4( ) ( )(1 )

2 2( ) (1 ) ( )(1 )
1

A B

A B

d dP t P t
t

d dtP P t
d t

γ βγ θ
θ θ

βγ βγ θθ
θ

−
= − = − +

Δ Δ
−

= − = − +
− Δ Δ

 (4) 

the equilibrium market shares are: 
2
1

1 1

2
1

2 2

( )1 1
2 2

( )1 1
2 2

A B

A B

d tq q
t
d tq q
t

βγ θ

βγ θ

−
= + =

Δ
−

= − =
Δ

 (5) 

and the equilibrium profit of each platform is:

 

2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1

1 22 2

(5 4 )( ) (4 4 )( )( )[1 ] ( )[1 ]
2 2

d d t d d tt t
t t

βγ βγ θ βγ βγ θ
π θ π θ

Δ− − Δ− −
= − − = − −

Δ Δ
 (6) 

where 2 2
1 1=3(1 ) 4d dγ γβΔ − + . 

From proposition 1, the following observation can be made:  
1) P2A is increasing with d2, while the other equilibrium benchmark prices, P1A and PkB, are 

completely independent of d2, as are the equilibrium market shares and profits. 
2) P1B>P2B and P1A>p2A>p1A, but the relation between P1A and P2A is unclear. 
3) Despite the relation between d1 and d2, we obtain q1A>q2A and q1B=q2B. 
4) π2>π1 and q1A>q2A. 

Proof 2) 
1 1 1

1 2
(3 3 )( ) 0A A

d d d tP p γ β θ+ − −
− = >

Δ
 and 1 1 1

2 1
(3 )( ) 0A A

d d d tp p β β θ+ − −
− = >

Δ
.  

The interpretation of the price discrimination strategy is straightforward: d1 plays an important role 
in Pki, qkA and πk, as shown in equations (4), (5) and (6). In a sense, the first observation that the price 
discrimination strategy as executed by platform 2 is a fraudulent act is intuitive, because, as platform 
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2, with a discount rate of d2, increases, the benchmark price up to P2A/(1-d2) eventually results in 
agent A being charged the same actual price as if there were no price discrimination. In addition, the 
conclusion can be drawn that a full price discrimination strategy should not be trusted by any agent 
A, resulting in the failure of platform 2 to attract more agents, as shown in the first part of 
observation 3. The second observation implies that, despite what the price discrimination thresholds 
and discount rates are, in comparison with platform 2, platform 1 will always make a higher 
benchmark equilibrium price for agent B; the discriminatory price charged to agent A by platform 2 
is higher than that in platform 1, but it is lower than the benchmark equilibrium price of platform 1. 
This also demonstrates that platform 2, with a full price discrimination strategy, is performing 
fraudulent behavior. The third observation indicates that the price discrimination strategy works 
only on agent A’s market shares and has no effect on agent B’s. Platform 1 obtains more agent As 
than does platform 2. However, agent B’s market is divided equally. The fourth observation is 
typically expected. That is, the full price discrimination strategy is better than the partial price 
discrimination strategy from the view of a two-sided platform; this is owing to P2A being the 
dominant variable and more important than P2B, q2A and q2B. This could potentially explain why the 
full price discrimination strategy is common practice and why so many companies always declare 
that anyone who participates in them will enjoy a promotion price. Ironically, this is a mere illusion. 

Especially, if d1=d2=0, then no price discrimination is imposed, the equilibrium results are Pki=t-θ 
and qki=0.5 and πk=t-θ. This conclusion is the same as the conclusions drawn by Armstrong (2006a) 
and Rochet and Tirole (2004). Equilibrium prices depend in a positive way on the differentiation 
parameter t and negatively on the strength of the cross-network externality θ, while the agent’s 
market shares and platform’s profit are divided equally. 
Corollary1. Based on Proposition 1, the following is true: 
1) q2βA>q1βA and q2γA<q1γA. 
5) π2A>π1A and π2B<π1B. 
6) If γ(1–d1) > β, π1 and π2 decreases with β while (π2 − π1) increases with β. 
7) π1 and π2 represent the decreasing function of d1, whereas (π2 − π1) represents the increasing 

function of d1. 
Proof. Owing to the complex nature of the initial expression of the results, the details of the 
expression of qkβA, qkγA, πki are omitted and only the comparison results are shown. The conclusion 
from Corollary 1 can easily be drawn from the following results. 

1 1 1
1 2

(3 3 )( ) 0A A
d d d tq q

tβ β

βγ β θ+ − −
− = − <

Δ
, 1 1 1

1 2
(3 )( ) 0A A

d d d tq q
tγ γ

βγ β θ+ − −
− = >

Δ
 

2 2 2
1

2 1
( ) 0
2A A

d t
t

γβ θ
π π

−
− = − <

Δ
, 2

1
2 1

( ) 0
2B B
d t
t

γβθ θ
π π

−
− = <

Δ
,  

and 
2 2
1

2 1
( ) 0
2
d t
t

γβ θ
π π

−
− = >

Δ
. 

The first result shows that more agent As choose platform 1 when they face a discriminatory price 
imposed simultaneously by the two platforms. Combining this result with Proposition 1(3), we can 
conclude that platform 1 should set a discriminatory price if platform 2 chooses a full price 
discrimination strategy. This is because platform 1 attracts more agent As, both in target agent As 
and total agent As than does platform 2. The second result shows that platform 2 receives more 
profits from agent B’s market, but fewer profits from agent A’s market. The third result implies that 
platform 2 has a competitive advantage. Given a fixed discount rate and 1 1(1 ) (2 )d dβ < − − , the 
larger β means a larger N1, which is bad for both of the two platforms. However, it is worse for 
platform 1. The disadvantageous position of platform 1 in this situation improves, but its profit is 
still less than that of platform 2. This implies that platform 1 should set a high price discrimination 
threshold when platform 2 chooses a full price discrimination strategy, given a fixed discount rate. 
The first part of the fourth result is similar to a commonly drawn conclusion for a one-sided market, 
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that is, that price discrimination transfers the partial platform’s profit to the consumers. The second 
part of the fourth result implies that a larger d1 puts platform 1 at a disadvantage against platform 2, 
which is the same as the third result. Therefore, choosing a smaller d1 is an optimal strategy for 
platform 1 when its competitor chooses to implement a full price discrimination strategy. 

The comparative statistics for the parameters of β and d1 and the other equilibrium variables are 
presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Comparative statistics for the scenario where α=0 

 
P q 

Platform 1 Platform 2 Platform 1 Platform 2 
P1A p1A P1B P2A p2A P2B q1βA q1γA q1A q2βA q2γA q2A 

β ↑** ↑** ↑* ↓* ↓* ↑* ↑ ↓ ↑* ↓ ↑ ↓* 
d1 ↑*** ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑**** ↑ ↑ ↓**** ↓ ↓ 

Note: ↓ decrease; ↑ increase; 

* 1(1 )dγ β− > ;** 2
1 1(1 ) 4(1 )rd d− > − ;*** 18 dβΔ > ;**** 2

1 13(1 ) 4d dγ β− <  
Here, a numerical example is given in order to show other detailed findings not displayed in 
Proposition 1 and Corollary 1. Let t=1.2, θ=0.5 and d2 =0.3, and the illusive results are shown in 
Figure 1.  

The comparative statistics of the equilibrium prices with respect to β and d1 are shown in Figure 1 
(a) and Figure 1 (d) and the following observation can be made. First, P1A and p1A decrease in β when 
β<0.87 and increase in β when β>0.87; P1A decreases in d1 when d1>0.5 and increases in d1 when 
d1<0.5; the rest of the variables are in accordance with Table 1. Second, p2A-p1A increases in β, but 
P2A-P1A only increases in β if β>0.19 and decreases in β if β<0.19. Third, despite the value of β and 
d1, discriminative prices are lower than the equilibrium prices when there is no price discrimination. 

The comparative statistics for the equilibrium market shares of platform 1 in agent A’s market 
with respect to β and d1 are shown in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (e), and we observe that q1A increases 
in β if β<0.375 and decreases in β if β>0.375; q1βA increases in d1 if d1<0.67 and increases in d1 if 
d1>0.67; the rest of the variables are also consistent with our findings for Proposition 1, Corollary 1 
and Table 1. The market shares figures for platform 2 are ignored because they are the reverse of 
those shown in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (e) for platform 1. 
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Figure 1 

Impacts of β (when d1 =0.4) or d1 (when β=0.4) on equilibrium prices, market shares and profits 

 
4.2 Scenario 2: β=0 
In this scenario, when β=0 it indicates that α+γ=1, that is, platforms 1 and 2 have set the same price 
discrimination threshold and compete for a part of agent A, whose transaction time exceeds the 
watershed. The only difference between the platforms is the discount rate. The main question being 
addressed is whether or not a high discount rate can attract more agents and increase profits. A larger 
number of independent variables lead to complex results, so Proposition 2 provides only the 
difference of the relative variables shown below: 
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Proposition2. Given β=0, the difference between the benchmark equilibrium prices of the two 

platforms are: 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

2

1 2 1 2

( )( )[(3 )(1 )(1 ) (1 2 )]

( )( )[3 ( )]

( )2 ( )

A A

A A

B B

tP P d d d d d d

tp p d d d d d d

tP P d d
t

θ
γ α α

θ
α γ

θ θ
αγ

−
− = − − − − + −

Γ
−

− = − − − + +
Γ

Ω −
− = −

Γ  

(7) 

the difference in the equilibrium market shares are: 

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

( )2 ( ) 0

( ) ( )

A A B B

A A A A A A A A

tq q d d q q
t

q q P P q q p p
t tα α γ γ

θ
αγ

α γ

Ω −
− = − − =

Γ

− = − − − = − −
 

(8) 

and the differences in the profits between two platforms are: 
2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

2

1 2 1 2

( ) ( )( ) ( )
2

( )( )
2

A A B B
t td d d d
t t

td d
t

θ θ θ
π π αγ π π αγ

θ
π π αγ

Ω − Ω −
− = − − − = −

Γ Γ
Ω −

− = − −
Γ

 (9) 

where Ω=d1 + d2 − 2γd1d2 > 0  and 2 2
1 2 1 2=4 ( ) 3[ (1 )(1 )] 0d d d dαλ α γΓ − + + − − > . 

The following observations can be drawn from Proposition 2: 
8) The relation between P1A and P2A is dependent on d1 and d2, as are α, and q1αA and q2αA. ell. 
9) Despite the relation between d1 and d2, q1B=q2B. 
10) p1A<p2A, P1B >P2B, q1A>q2A, q1γA>q2γA, π1A<π2A, π1B>π2B and π1<π2 if d1>d2. 

The first observation implies that a larger price discount cannot ensure a larger benchmark 
equilibrium price in agent A’s market, because α also plays an important role in equilibrium. 
P1A>P2A is satisfied if 1 2 1 2(3 )(1 )(1 ) (1 2 ) 0d d d dα α− − − + − >  and d1>d2. q1αA and q2αA also have a similar 
result. The second observation shows that two platforms also equally share agent B’s market, as in 
scenario 1, where α=0. The third observation indicates that platform 1, when it has a higher discount 
rate, can attract more agents A and receive a higher price and an increase in the profit from agent B’s 
markets. However, it receives far less profit from agent A’s market compared with the total profits 
from platform 2. That is, a platform with a higher discount rate attracts only more participating 
agents. Thus, a platform can extend its market share by setting a higher discount rate when its 
opponent also chooses to use a price discrimination strategy. Additionally, the third observation 
proves that a larger discount rate leads to a smaller discriminative price, which is in accordance with 
the real phenomenon found in reality. 

If d1=d2, i.e., then two platforms set the same discount rates and we have the following: 

1
1 2 2

1

1 1
1 2 2

1

(1 ) ( )
(1 )
(1 )(1 ) ( )
(1 )

A A

A A

dP P t
d
d dp p t
d

γ
θ

γ α

γ
θ

γ α

−
= = −

− +

− −
= = −

− +

    
2
1

1 2 2
1

2
1

1 2 2
1

(1 )( )
[ (1 ) ]

( )(1 )( )
2 [ (1 ) ]

B B
dP P t

t d
d t t

t d

αγθ
θ

γ α

αγ θ
π π θ

γ α

= = + −
− +

−
= = − −

− +

 

We get PkA>t-θ, PkB>t-θ, pkA<t-θ, qki=0.5 and πk<t-θ. Both platforms set higher benchmark prices, 
but obtain fewer profits. The only winner is the partial of agent A, whose transaction times exceed 
the threshold because they can enjoy a low discriminative price. In other words, a price 
discrimination strategy is a complete failure in this situation in comparison with the situation where 
there is no price discrimination.  
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The same numerical example is given to show some other detailed findings: t=1.2 and θ=0.5, and 
the illusive results are shown in Figure 2. The analyses of the comparative statistics of the variables 
with respect to d2 were omitted owing to the symmetric structure in this scenario. 

Figure 2 
Impacts of α (when d1=0.4; d2=0.2) or d1 (with α=0.4 and d2 =0.4) on equilibrium prices, market shares and profits 

 

The comparative statistics of the equilibrium prices with respect to α and d1 are shown in Figure 2 
(a) and Figure 2 (d), and several observations are noted. First, both PkA and pkA decrease in α when 
d1>d2, but they increase and then decrease following an increase of d1. Second, P1A-P2A decreases in 
α while p2A-p1A increases in α if d1>d2; P2A-P1A and p2A-p1A decrease in d1 if d1<d2; p2A-p1A is 
increasing in d1 if d1>d2, but P2A-P1A first increase in d1 and then decrease in d1 if d1>d2; third, 
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despite the value of α, PkA>t-θ and pkA<t-θ. However, the same observation in Figure 2 (d) cannot be 
obtained. 

The comparative statistics of the equilibrium market shares of platform 1 in agent A’s market 
with respect to α and d1 are shown in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (e), and we observe that q1A is 
increasing in α if α<0.36 and increasing in α if α>0.36; q1αA increases in α, but q1γA decreases in α; 
q1A and q1γA increase in d1, but q1αA decreases in d1 if d1<0.75 and increases in d1 if d1>0.75. Second, 
q1αA<q2αA and q1γA>q2γA are always satisfied if d1>d2, despite the value of α. Third, the opposite result 
can also be drawn for the market shares of platform 2. 

For the comparative statistics of the equilibrium profits, with respect to α and d1, it can be 
observed that πk, πkA and πkB are not monotonous functions, such as in the scenario when α=0. 

4.3 Scenario 3: γ=0 
In this scenario, when γ=0, this indicates that α+β=1, showing that the price discrimination strategy 
to partial agent A, whose transaction time exceeds the threshold, is only being executed by platform 
2, while platform 1 chooses not to use any price discrimination strategy. Here we address the issue 
of whether or not it is more beneficial to use of a price discrimination strategy. 

Proposition3. Given γ=0, the equilibrium benchmark prices for each group of agents made by 
platform k are given as follows: 

2 2
2 2

1 1

2
2 2

2 2

2 2( )(1 ) ( )(1 )

3(1 ) 4( ) ( )(1 )

A B

A B

d dP t P t
t

d dP t P t
t

αβ αβ θ
θ θ

β αβ θ
θ θ

= − − = − +
Λ Λ

−
= − = − +

Λ Λ

 (10) 

the equilibrium market shares are:  
2
2

1 1

2
2

2 2

( )1 1
2 2

( )1 1
2 2

A B

A B

d tq q
t
d tq q
t

αβ θ

αβ θ

−
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Λ
−

= + =
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and the profit of each platform is: 
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2

1 22 2

2 ( )( ) (5 4 )( )( )[1 ] ( )[1 ]
2

d d t d d tt t
t t

αβ αβ θ αβ αβ θ
π θ π θ

Λ− − Λ− −
= − − = − −

Λ Λ
 (12) 

where 2 2
2 2=3(1 ) 4d dβ αβΛ − + . 

The following observations can be drawn from Proposition 3: 
1) p2A< P1A<P2A and P1B<P2B. 
11) Despite the value of d2, q1A<q2A and q1B=q2B. 
12) π1>π2. 

The first observation indicates that platform 2 sets higher benchmark equilibrium prices than those 
of platform 1. However, the discriminative price for those whose transaction time exceeds the 
threshold in platform 2 is lower than the benchmark equilibrium price of platform 1. Additionally, 
compared with the equilibrium prices in the case with no price discrimination, then P2A >t-θ, PkB>t-θ 
and P1A<t-θ, p2A<t-θ. This reveals that platform 2 first raises its equilibrium prices and then gives 
partial agent A a discriminative price. Finally, all of the agents, with the exception of the partial 
agent A, have higher entrance prices imposed. The reason behind P1A<t-θ is the cross-externality 
which connects the two platforms together and sends competitive signals to the others. The second 
observation implies that the use of a price discrimination strategy by platform 2 in an effort to attract 
more agents A is feasible. However, the two platforms have equal market shares in agent B’s market, 
such as is seen in the case of α=0 and β=0. Although platform 2 can increase their profits from agent 
B’s market, it will not compensate for the loss due to the price discount in agent A’s market. This 
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results in the final profit for platform 2 being less than the profit for platform 1. Thus, we conclude 
that platform 2 can only attract more agents if it carries out a partial price discrimination strategy 
when its competitor chooses not to follow any price discrimination strategy. 

Particularly, if α=0 and γ=0, platform 2 sets up a price discount strategy for all agents A who 
participate, while platform 1 makes no price discrimination choice, then P1A = PkB = t − θ, P2A = (t− 
θ) / (1−d2) and qki = 0.5 and πk = t-θ. The price discount for platform 2 is a fraudulent act, as it was in 
scenario 1, where α=0; both the platforms share equally the market shares and the profits alike. 

Corollary 2. Based on Proposition 3, the following can be made: 
1) q2βA>q1βA and q2αA<q1αA. 
13) π2A<π1A and π2B>π1B. 
14) If 2(1 )dβ α− > , πkA and πk decreases with α, while πkB and π1-π2 increase with α. 
15) πkA and πk are a decreasing function of d2 while πkB and π1-π2 are an increasing function of d2. 

Proof. The conclusion of Corollary 2 can easily be determined from the following results. 

2 2 2
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The first result shows that more agents A choose platform 2 when they face a discriminatory price 
imposed by only one platform. Combining this result with proposition 3(2), we can conclude that 
platform 1 is at a competitive disadvantage. The second result is same as Corollary 1(2). The  third 
result implies that the profits are not monotonic functions. Given a fixed discount rate and  
α<(1−d2)/(2−d2), a larger α implies a larger N2, and is bad for the two platforms, but worse for 
platform 2. The competitive disadvantage of platform 2 improves when α>(1−d2)/(2−d2), but its 
profit is still less than the profit of platform 1. This means that platform 2 is at a competitive 
advantage and fails to maximise their profits. The first part of the fourth result is similar to Corollary 
1(4). The second part of the fourth result implies that a larger d2 puts platform 2 at a competitive 
disadvantage to platform 1. Therefore, choosing a smaller d2 is an optimal strategy for platform 2 
when its competitor chooses not to use a price discrimination strategy. 

Additionally, the comparative statistics for the parameters of α and d2 on the other equilibrium 
variables are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Comparative statistics cs for the scenario where γ=0 

 

P q 
Platform 1 Platform 2 Platform 1 Platform 2 
P1A P1B P2A p2A P2B q1αA q1βA q1A q2αA q2βA q2A 

α ↓* ↑* ↑** ↑** ↑* ↑ ↓ ↓* ↓ ↑ ↑* 

d2 ↓ ↑ ↑*** ↓ ↑ ↑**** ↓ ↓ ↓**** ↑ ↑ 

Note:↓ decrease; ↑ increase; — uncertainty * 2(1 )dβ α− > ; ** 2 24 [ (1 )]d dα β− − > Λ ;  

*** 28 dα < Λ ; **** 3(1−βd2 )
2 > 4αd2  

Similarly, the same numerical example is given to show other detailed findings, that is, t=1.2 and 
θ=0.5, and the illusive results are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

Impacts of α (when d2=0.4) or (when α=0.4) on equilibrium prices, market shares and profits 
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For the comparative statistics of equilibrium prices, with respect to α and d2, as shown in Figure 3(a) 
and Figure 3(d), the following observations can be made. First, P2A and p2A decrease in α, but P2A 
decreases in d2 if d2>0.52 and increases in d2 if d1<0.52; the rest of the variables accord with Table 2. 
Second, P2A-P1A increases in α. 

For the comparative statistics of equilibrium market shares of platform 1 in agent A’s market, 
with respect to α and d2, it can be observed that q1A decreases in α if α<0.375 and increases in α if 
α>0.375, whereas q1αA increases in d2 if d2<0.67 and decreases in d2 if d2>0.67.  

4.4 Comparison of three scenarios 
This section compares the equilibrium solutions among the three scenarios in two-sided platforms 
with price discrimination. The analysis reveals the following: 
A two-sided platform with a price discrimination strategy cannot simultaneously attract more 

agents and increase the profits. The profits are greater with fewer agents A in platform 2 in 
scenarios 1 and 2, where α=0 and β=0 (if d1>d2), The opposite is true in scenario 3, where 
γ=0.  

A lower price discrimination threshold does not ensure bigger market shares due to a 
non-monotonic function, as shown in Figure 1(b), Figure 2(b) and Figure 3(b), so are the total 
profits, as shown in Figure 1(c), Figure 2(c) and Figure 3(c). Platform 1 receives the biggest 
market share of agent A when β=0.375 in scenario 1 where α=0 and α=0.36 in scenario 2 
where β=0, and the smallest market share of agent A when α=0.375 in scenario 3 where γ=0.  

A larger discount rate is bad for the profit of a platform, but good for its market share, as shown in 
Figure 2(f), Figure 3(f), Figure 2(e) and Figure 3(e). To a certain extent, this conclusion is also 
correct in scenario 1, where α=0, because π2>π1 and q1A>q2A always hold despite the relation 
between d2 and d1. In other words, a larger discount rate is an effective way of overcoming the 
chicken and egg problem. 

The best response strategy for a platform aiming at maximising profit is also for it to remain intact 
when its opponent chooses a price discrimination strategy; otherwise it receives a smaller 
profit, despite what the discount rates are. In addition, the equilibrium profits are less than 
those without a price discrimination strategy. 

5 Concluding remarks 
This paper analyses a price discrimination strategy model in duopolistic single-homing two-sided 
platforms; a research area that has previously received little attention. Theoretically, we extend a 
recent duopolistic model proposed initially by Rochet and Tirole (2006), Armstrong (2006a) and 
Liu and Serfes (2013). We incorporate a price discrimination strategy into their models. Using the 
feedback solutions from dynamic game theory, the optimal prices, market shares and profits for 
three different scenarios are obtained and the comparative statistics for the different factors based on 
different aims are presented. 

The analysis clearly indicates that no agent should trust a full price discrimination strategy in a 
two-sided platform. This would also result in the failure of the platform to attract more agents. 
Agents whose transaction times exceed the price discrimination threshold are able to reap the 
benefits from price discrimination made by a two-sided platform, but the rest are at a disadvantage 
because they are charged high benchmark equilibrium prices. Two-sided platforms with a price 
discrimination strategy cannot simultaneously attract more agents and increase their profits. The 
best response strategy for a platform aiming at maximising their profit is therefore to maintain their 
price discrimination strategy when their opponent chooses to use the same strategy, otherwise they 
will receive a smaller profit despite what the discount rates are. A low price discrimination 
threshold, a situation in which more agents are enjoying the price discrimination strategy, cannot 
ensure bigger market shares because of the non-monotonic function. However, a large discount rate 
is bad for a platform from the perspective of both the market share and the profit. 
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The overall importance and the managerial implications of our results are somewhat limited 

owing to the simplification of the assumptions in the model. Future research should be extended to 
encompass a price discrimination strategy on both sides of a two-sided platform. Using the visa card 
as an example, users and merchants are simultaneously confronted with the issue of price 
discrimination imposed by the visa card. However, the foundation is different. The former is usually 
the total value of transactions, while the latter is typically the transaction times. Future research 
should also focus on the long-term perspective, which may address the issue of why the price 
discrimination strategy cannot be executed for a long period. Further, future efforts will determine 
whether it is a solution to the chicken and egg problem or an effective strategy for gaining an 
advantageous position in competition once the dynamic growth path of a two-sided market is 
described. 
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